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Abstract
Highly effective polynomial root-finders have been recently designed based on eigen-solving for DPR1 (that is diagonal + rank-
one) matrices. We extend these algorithms to eigen-solving for the general matrix by reducing the problem to the case of the DPR1
input via intermediate transition to a TPR1 (that is triangular + rank-one) matrix. Our transforms use substantially fewer arithmetic
operations than the QR classical algorithms but employ non-unitary similarity transforms of a TPR1 matrix, whose representation
tends to be numerically unstable. We, however, operate with TPR1 matrices implicitly, as with the inverses of Hessenberg matrices.
In this way our transform of an input matrix into a similar DPR1 matrix partly avoids numerical stability problems and still
substantially decreases arithmetic cost versus the QR algorithm.
c© 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Hereafter we use the abbreviations “DPR1” for “diagonal + rank-one”, “TPR1” for “triangular + rank-one”, and
“ops” for “real arithmetic operations”. We use letters in boldface to denote vectors and use capital letters to denote
matrices. MT and vT denote the transposes of a matrix M and a vector v, respectively. I is the n × n identity matrix,
and ei is its i th column for i = 1, . . . , n. For simplicity we restrict our study to real matrices, but the extension to the
complex case is routine.
Highly effective eigen-solvers (using O(n2) ops overall) have been recently devised for DPR1 matrices, motivated
by the equivalence of this task to polynomial root-finding [1–5]. At first the paper [1] proposed and analyzed an
effective eigen-solver for a DPR1 and Frobenius matrices based on the inverse power iteration. The other cited papers
have followed this pattern of exploiting matrix structure for polynomial root-finding but replaced the structured inverse
iteration with structured versions of the QR algorithm. It is still unclear which variant of the approach is most powerful,
possibly the third one based on incorporating unsymmetric Lanczos algorithm.
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In this paper we examine the natural direction of extending the cited advance in eigen-solving to a more general
class of matrices by obtaining their similarity transforms into DPR1 matrices. In [6] non-unitary similarity transforms
TPR1→ DPR1 have been proposed, and it was shown that there exist no real unitary similarity transforms of this
kind.
Theoretically the paper [6] has extended effective known eigen-solvers for DPR1 matrices to the case of any
input matrix because we have unitary similarity transforms of any matrix into either a block triangular or a TPR1
matrix [7]. The transforms in [7] use about as many ops as the classical similarity transform of a matrix into the
(upper) Hessenberg form [8].
Practically, however, one can expect to have numerical stability problems due to using non-unitary transforms
of TPR1 matrices in [6]. In the present paper we extend the unitary stage by obtaining a TPR1 matrix with a
nondefective triangular term. The remaining non-unitary stage is limited to computing the eigenvectors of this term
whose eigenvalues (equal to the diagonal entries) we can choose at will.
Additional care must be taken about TPR1 representation of the auxiliary matrices, which can also cause numerical
problems. The remedies in [2,9,10] are not much costly for DPR1 matrices, defined by 3n−1 parameters, but become
a more serious burden for a TPR1 matrix, which depends on (n + 1)n/2 + 2n − 1 parameters. To alleviate these
difficulties we modify the TPR1→ DPR1 transforms by representing the TPR1 matrices implicitly, as the inverses of
Hessenberg matrices.
As a whole our work is preliminary, with the main goal of giving some new insights, showing new techniques, and
motivating further effort.
We organize our presentation as follows. In the next section we describe our transform from a TPR1 matrix into a
nondefective TPR1 matrix. In Section 3 we revisit eigen-solving for a nondefective triangular input and extend it to a
transform TPR1→ DPR1. In short Section 4 we compare the arithmetic cost of this transform and the QR algorithm.
In Section 5 we extend the classical transform of a matrix into a Hessenberg matrix further, to a DPR1 matrix. We
leave Section 6 for a discussion.
2. How to ensure nondefectiveness
In this section we devise a unitary similarity transform of a TPR1 matrix R+uvT into a TPR1 matrix R˜+ u˜v˜T with
a nondefective upper triangular term R˜. We recursively alternate the stages of TPR1 rearrangement and reordering
the eigenvalues of a triangular matrix.
1. TPR1 rearrangement
For our input TPR1 matrix T = R + uvT, R = (ri j )ni, j=1, u = (ui )ni=1, v = (v j )nj=1, we assume that unv1 6= 0.
Otherwise the matrix T would have had all its subdiagonal entries in the first column and/or the last row equal to zero
and thus would have had the eigenvalues r11 and/or rnn . We can readily deflate such a matrix.
Now, for every pair of scalars a and b we have R + uvT = R(1) + u(1)v(1)T where u(1) = u− ae1, v(1) = v− ben ,
and R(1) = R + ae1vT + bueTn − abe1eTn = R + ae1v(1)T + buen . We observe that R(1) is an upper triangular matrix
with the eigenvalues r (1)i i = ri i for i = 2, 3, . . . , n − 1, r (1)11 = r11 + av1, r (1)nn = rnn + bun .
By choosing appropriate scalars a and b we can obtain any pair of entries r (1)11 and r
(1)
nn . We let these entries be
distinct from each other and all other diagonal entries r (1)i i . The computation of the matrix R
(1) and the vectors u(1)
and v(1) takes 4n + 4 ops. The bound decreases by twice if ab = 0. In both cases we need 2n + 2 ops per a diagonal
entry.
2. Reordering the eigenvalues of a triangular matrix
We interchange the order of two distinct adjacent diagonal entries of a triangular matrix by applying Givens











Such a reordering stage takes 12n ops per block.
By recursively applying Stages 1 and 2 we obtain a robust unitary similarity transform R + uvT → R˜ + u˜v˜T =
Q(R+uvT)QT where Q denotes a unitary matrix and all eigenvalues r (1)i i = r˜i i of the triangular matrix R˜ are distinct,
so that the matrix is nondefective.
In the worst case, where the matrix R has single eigenvalue of multiplicity n, we apply the above transform
to modify n − 1 diagonal entries. Each modification takes 2n + 2 ops, which means 2n2 − 2 ops in all TPR1
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rearrangements. In this case we also need either k2 reorderings and therefore 12k2n = 3(n − 1)2n ops for odd
n = 2k + 1 or (k − 1)k reorderings and therefore 12(k − 1)kn = 3(n − 2)n2 ops for even n = 2k. In both cases we
use 3n3 + O(n2) ops overall.
3. TPR1 – DPR1 transform
Given a TPR1→ DPR1 for a TPR1 input matrix T = R + uvT with a nondefective triangular term R, we first
compute all its eigenvectors and then readily transform it into a similar DPR1 matrix.
Algorithm 3.1. TPR1→ DPR1 transform.
1. Compute and output a nonsingular matrix Y of the right eigenvectors of the matrix R such that D = XRY =
diag(ri i )ni=1 for X = Y−1 is the diagonal matrix that shares its diagonal entries with the matrix R.
2. Compute and output the vectors s = Xu and tT = vTY .
The algorithm defines the desired rational similarity transform X (R + uvT)Y = D + stT.
Theorem 3.2. Algorithm 3.1 can be performed by using (2n2 + 15n − 5)n/3 ops.
Proof. It is sufficient to compute a matrix Y of the right eigenvectors of the triangular term R and the vectors s = Xu
and tT = YvT. Compute the matrix Y as a lower triangular matrix whose i th column vector yi has the form (0Tn−i , zTi )T
where the subvector zi is in the null space of the i × i trailing principal submatrix Ri of the matrix R − ri i I , that
is, Rizi = 0i , i = 1, . . . , n. Set the last coordinate of this vector equal to one and compute the other nonzero
coordinates in i2− i ops with the back substitution. For i = 1, . . . , n this computation produces a desired matrix Y in
(2n+1)(n+1)n/6−(n+1)n/2 = (n3−n)/3 ops. We also use (n−1)n/2 subtractions to compute the scalars ri i−r j j
for j = 1, . . . , i − 1; i = 1, . . . , n. It remains to compute the vectors s and t. At this stage 2n2 ops are sufficient.
Similarly we can compute the matrix X whose i th row vector has the form (w(i)T, 0Tn−i )T where the subvector w(i)T
lies in the null space of the i × i leading principal submatrix R(i) of the matrix R − ri i I , that is, w(i)TR(i) = 0Ti ,
i = 1, . . . , n. Summarizing, we obtain the theorem. 
Remark 3.3. In fact we can save at least the order of n3/12 ops if we compute the n/2 × n/2 leading and trailing
blocks of the matrix R−1 via inverting the respective blocks of the matrix R (cf. Block diagonalization redux in [11,
Section 1.1.5]).
Algorithm 3.1 can be applied whenever the matrix R is nondefective. We observe some freedom in devising unitary
similarity transforms into TPR1 matrices in the nonsymmetric version of the algorithm in [12].
4. Comparison with the arithmetic cost of the QR algorithm
Let us compare the estimated arithmetic cost of our real unitary similarity transform R+uvT→ R˜+ u˜v˜T with the
respective estimates for the QR algorithm. The other stages of our algorithm use about as many ops as the respective
stages of the QR algorithms. Namely, the reduction to the TPR1 form in [7] is roughly as costly as the classical
reduction to the Hessenberg form, and one can diagonalize the triangular matrix R in (2n2+ 15n− 5)n/3 ops in both
eigen-solvers (that is the QR iteration and our transform). Finally eigen-solving for a DPR1 matrix requires O(n2)
ops.
Now, we recall that our transform R + uvT → R˜ + u˜v˜T requires 3n3 + O(n2) ops (see Section 2), whereas
the QR algorithm uses 20kn3 + O(kn2) ops where k ≥ 2 is the observed number of QR iterations required per an
eigenvalue [11, Section 2.3.3].
5. Inverse Hessenberg→ DPR1 transform
5.1. Flowchart
Next recall that the inverse of a nonsingular Hessenberg matrix H having no zeros on the first subdiagonal is
equal to a TPR1 matrix whose diagonal is filled with zeros [13]. This enables an alternative to the transform in [7],
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that is we can apply the classical unitary transform of an input matrix into a similar Hessenberg matrix H and, if
needed, apply shifts to ensure its nonsingularity or even diagonal dominance. It remains to transform the inverses of
the resulting Hessenberg matrix or its Hessenberg diagonal blocks into DPR1 matrices. The original eigenproblem
has been reduced to the case of the TPR1 matrix H−1 = T = R + uvT, implicitly defined by the Hessenberg matrix
H . Now we propose the following flowchart.
Flowchart 5.1. Inverse Hessenberg→ DPR1 transform.
1. Compute the vectors u and v from the linear systems aHu = e1 and HTv = en choosing the scalar a so that
un = 1 for u = (ui )ni=1.
2. Apply the unitary similarity transform in Section 2 to transform the TPR1 input matrix H−1 into a TPR1 matrix
QH−1QT = R + uvT that has a nondefective triangular term R. (To simplify the notation we write R, u, and v
rather than R˜, u˜, and v˜.)
3. Compute two nonsingular upper triangular matrices Y = (yi )ni=1 and X = Y−1 such that XRY = D is a diagonal
matrix, and so X (R + uvT)Y = D + stT is a DPR1 matrix where s = Xu and t = Y Tv.
4. Use the latter expressions to compute the vectors s and t.
5. Apply the algorithms in [1–5] to solve the eigenproblem for the DPR1 matrix D + stT.
6. Recover the solution of the eigenproblem for the original matrix H−1.
5.2. Elaboration and modifications
At Stage 3 of the flowchart we can apply the algorithm of Section 3, but next we show two alternative approaches
where we operate with the matrix QH−1QT − uvT.
1. The inverse power iteration applied to the matrix R with the shifts ri ≈ ri i for all i recursively updates the pair
of initial approximate eigenvalue ri ≈ ri i and eigenvector yi according to the relations
yi ← (R − ri I )−1yi/‖(R − ri I )−1yi‖,
ri ← yTi Ryi .
Initially we can choose, any ri ≈ ri i such that ri 6= ri i and, e.g., yi = e1.
By replacing the input matrix R← QH−1QT − uvT, we rewrite the iteration as follows,
yi ← (QH−1QT − uvT − ri I )−1yi/‖(QH−1QT − uvT − ri I )−1yi‖, (5.1)
ri ← yTi (QH−1QT − uvT)yi . (5.2)
2. By applying the recent modification of the inverse iteration based on additive preconditioning in [14–16], we
simplify updating in (5.1) as follows,
yi ← (QH−1QT − ri I )−1u/‖(QH−1QT − ri I )−1u‖. (5.3)
Since R− ri I = QH−1QT− uvt − ri I , it can be proved (cf. [14]) that the transition to the recursive process (5.2)
and (5.3) preserves quadratic convergence of iteration (5.1) and (5.2). Furthermore in this modification the choice
ri = ri i (prohibitive in the inverse iteration) is allowed and moreover enables instant convergence in a single step.
(Numerically we also have such an instant convergence if ri sufficiently closely approximates the eigenvalue ri i of the
matrix R.)
Suppose iterations (5.1) and (5.2) or (5.1) and (5.3) have output the simple eigenvalue ri i and the associated right
eigenvector yi . Then we can immediately compute the associated left eigenvector xi , for which we have the following
expression [14–16],
xi = vT(QH−1QT − ri I )−1/‖vT(QH−1QT − ri I )−1‖. (5.4)
One can avoid involving the inverse H−1 in expressions (5.1)–(5.4) by substituting the equations
(QH−1QT − ri I )−1 = QH(I/ri − H)−1QT/ri (5.5)
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and
(QH−1QT − uvT − ri I )−1 = QH(I − riH − QTuvTQH)−1QT. (5.6)
5.3. Computational cost
Let us estimate the arithmetic cost of computations according to expressions (5.2)–(5.6) for all i . We need∑n
j=1(2n − j) = (3n − 1)n/2 ops to factorize an n × n Hessenberg matrix into the product of a bidiagonal and
triangular matrix, that is, 1.5 n3 + O(n2) ops for all i . The subsequent solution of linear systems (5.3) and (5.4) takes
2n2 ops for a fixed i , which means 2n3 ops for all i . We should also include the 10n3 + O(n2) ops for multiplication
of the matrices QT, H , and Q by vectors and 3n3 + O(n2) ops for ensuring nondefectiveness of the triangular term
R (see Section 2). Summarizing we need 16.5n3 + O(n2) ops overall. This is still less than 20kn3 + O(kn2) ops
expected in the QR algorithm.
6. Discussion
As we commented in the introduction, our work is preliminary, with the main goal of giving some new insights,
showing new techniques, and motivating further theoretical and experimental study. In particular one should assess
numerical problems that can occur in our non-unitary transforms and in using TPR1 representations.
Recall that we have avoided explicit TPR1 representation in the inverse Hessenberg → DPR1 transform (see
Section 5.2), but we still use it in Section 2. Is it possible to avoid it also there? One can apply, e.g., the algorithm
of [12] to a Hessenberg matrix H to obtain its unitary similarity transform into a TPR1 matrix R + uvT = QHQT
whose triangular term R has n distinct diagonal entries. The subsequent transform into a DPR1 matrix can rely on
Eqs. (5.2)–(5.4) simplified by replacing H−1 with H .
Here are some other open issues.
1. One should re-examine and adjust the known recipes for treating the harder case where the Hessenberg matrix
H has small but nonzero subdiagonal entries (cf. [8,11]).
2. It is attractive to choose absolutely large shift values s to ensure a strong diagonal dominance of the shifted
Hessenberg matrix H = H˜ − s I . It is not yet clear, however, which shift would diminish numerical problems at the
stage of computing the matrices X = Y−1 and Y of the left and right eigenvectors of the matrix R = H−1 − uvT.
3. The TPR1 representation R + uvT of the matrix T = H−1 is not unique (cf. Section 2), and we may try to
exploit such nonuniqueness to facilitate our computations.
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